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SUMMARY 

Plate theory is used to compute the behaviour of a system in which a reversible 
bimolecular reaction A + C + zB is occurring during the passage of a mixture of A, 
B and C through a gas chromatographic column. An apparent equilibrium constant 
calculated from the elution profile will usually be much less than the true equilibrium 
constant. Curves are presented showing in detail how the apparent equilibrium 
constant and centre band width in the elution profile vary with feed pulse volume 
and with flow rate. 

INTRODUCTION 

Reaction on a gas chromatographic column has drawn wide attention in theory 
and in practice. As reactors, chromatographic columns have an entirely different 
character from ordinary steady flow reactors. Sometimes the conversion becomes much 
higher than expected from the equilibrium constant, which is understood easily since 
reactants and products are separated as they flow through a chromatographic reactor. 
Dehydrogenation reactions are among the best examples of this, since the hydrogen 
liberated usually has less affinity for a column and flows faster than the reactant and 
the other product. Indeed patents 1-a have been awarded for this type of reactor. 

Various theoretical treatments 4-10 have been developed, for various types of 
reactions on chromatographic columns, treating the extent of conversion, the elution 
curve profile, the effect of the shape of the feed pulse, and so forth. These treatments, 
however, neglect the band-broadening caused by diffusion and other non-idealities 
in chromatographic behaviour. 

KOCIRIK~~ applied rate theory 12 to take band broadening into account for the 
case of a first ‘order reaction. If, however, a reaction with a rate law more complicated 
tllan first order is to be considered, application of rate theory results in too complicated 
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a mathematics to be solved analytically, and too many adjustable parameters (such 
as diffusion constant, mass transfer coefficient, and fractions of volumes of mobile 
and stationary phases, besides reaction rate constants) when a numerical solution is 
attempted. 

We therefore wish to report the results of applying the plate theoryl2-16 to 
reactions of the type A + C t+ 2B on a chromatographic column. The plate theory has 
been criticisedlO because of the obscurity of its relationship to physical mechanisms. , 

But it is very useful in a study in which the mechanisms of band broadening are not I 

going to be analysed in detail, because it expresses broadening in terms of a single 
parameter, the number of theoretical plates. The theory also leads to economical 
computer programmes, which proved convenient in varying parameters to match 
the experimental results reported in Part IV’. 

METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

In taking the material balance at the i-th plate in a conventional manner, the 
rate of production of components A, I3 and C is included. If we assume that the reaction 
A+C $2B occurs in the stationary phase, and that the rates may be expressed as 
those of a bimolecular reversible 

(VG + &I~L) (d&/dt) = 

(VG + %I%) (d&/dt) = 

(VG .+ &V/L) (dCt/dt) = 

where : 

process, the material balances become, - 

z&h-l - 4 + h&w - K!A&C~) 

w(&-1 - 136) - 2/2,(BP - K,A&) 

z@(Cs-1 - C,) + ~~o(W - Kdws) (I) 

As, Bz, Cg = concentrations of components in stationary phase of i-th plate 
VG, VL = volumes of mobile (gaseous) and stationary (liquid) phase in a plate 
KA, KB, KC = partition coefficients of components between mobile and station- 

ary phases 

: 
= volume rate of flow of carrier gas 
e = equilibrium constant for the reaction A + C $ 2B in the mobile phase 

ko = V~kKo2, where k is the second-order rate constant in the stationary phase 
For the first plate (i = I), A,, Bo and C, appear in eqns. I. These designate 

concentrations in the feed pulse. 
Experimentallyj retention volumes VRA, VRB and VRC for the three separate 

components can be found either by feeding each component separately or, if practi- 
cable, by choosing conditions so that 12, is negligibly small. (The retention volumes 
are to be understood as those measured when the feed pulse V/, is small compared to 
the retention volume.) Then the number of theoretical plates, n, and hence V/c + Ic.4 VA, 
etc., can be calculated by n ,= 16vRA2/(band width)A2 and ~(VG + KnV/t) = VRA 
and similar equations with subscripts B and C replacing A. 

The numerical solution of eqns. I was computed with an IBM 7044 computer 
under the following conditions : 

t 5 0: A$ = Bt = Cg = o for o 5 i I n 
0. I t ( t,: A, = A,O v(t) ; B, = Boo q(t) ; Co = Coo v(t) 
t >to: A o= Bo=Co=o 
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where I is a step function, b,ut with infinities at the steps avoided 
in an arbitrary manner, for which purpose a cosine curve was used: 

0 5 t 5 zt,: cp = 0.5[1 - cos(nt/zt,)] 
zt, 5 t 5 (I - z)t,: ($J = I 

(I - z)t,(t5t,: v= o.5[1 + cos(n(t - t, + z&)/z&)] 

The arbitrary width z was taken to be 0.05. 

33 

by rounding off 

For a finite reaction rate, eqns. I were solved by the method of HAMMING~~. 
For an infinite reaction rate, a treatment similar to MAGEE’S for instantaneous 
action9 was applied. Instead of eqns. I, the following equations have to be solved: 

(VG + &h) (dA/dV = (&_I - At) + & 

(VG + hh) (d&/W = (&_, - Et) - z& 

(VG + &VI;) (d&/W = (CL, - C,) + & 

&2/A& = 

where dV = wdt, 
is the amount of 
Eqns. 2 were also 

the volume of carrier gas passing through a plate in time dt, and & 
conversion required to establish the equilibrium instantaneously. 
solved numerically with the IBM 7044 computer. 

In the numerical work, concentrations can be expressed in terms of an arbitrary 
concentration unit, provided that k, is related to that same unit, The feed pulse was 
assumed to contain an equilibrium mixture of the components, and the value (100) 
chosen for the equilibrium constant was close to experimentally attainable values for 
the reaction I,(g) + Br,(g) ~1: zIBr(g). 

re- 

(2) 

Values chosen for parameters arose from preliminary work on the Br,-IBr-I, 
system, but are mostly somewhat different from the values required in Part II. They 
are : 

A,0 = Coo = 1.0 cont. unit, and I<, = IOO, hence 13,O = 10.0 cont. unit 

1 i _-__-_wL.- _-- 3 K/ VRJ- 

Fig. I. A typical computed clution profile (A + B -l- C), with dotted lines showing the contri- 
butions from the separate components. M, and M, are minima used in calculating ICow*. W* is the 
centrc band width from tangents at inflection points. n = zoo; I<, = IOO; T/, = 0.5 ml = 
0.0136 VRI: /r, = zoo ml min-l (cont. unit)“; w - 76 ml/min. From the profile, ICcrr *-’ 2.94 
and Kerr+ = 9.01. 
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Fig. 2. Variation of apparent equilibrium constant Kc!! with feed pulse volume V,. Numbers on 
curves are values of,reaction rate parameter 12,. n, WJ and IC, are the same as in Fig. I. 

Fig. 3, The same as Fig. 2, for I<ofr* instead of IYell. 
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Fig. 4. Centre band width W* against feed pulse volume T/,,. Numbers on curves are values of IJ,. 
Points marked)P correspond to minima in Fig. 2. The dotted lint is the locus of P (essentially 
constant W*). S, zu and ,K,, are the same as in the previous figures. 

Pig. 5. Centre, band height against feed pulse volume v,, for various k, (numbers on curves). n, 
UJ and K,, are the same as in the previous figures, 
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VRI = f%nl/G = 36.8 ml = retention volume of a component which has no af- 
finity with the stationary phase (zero partition coefficient); in practice, this was 
regarded as being the same as the retention volume of air, designated VRAIR. 

n = 200 

zv = 30.0, 76.0,120.0 ml/min 
v’. = wt, = 0.5 to 20 ml 
k, = 5, 10, 50, 100, 200 ml min-l (cont. unit)-l 

I 0. -~_,._‘___--‘_-~__‘-I_, 

0 -L-----, --I 
0.6 0.9 1 .o 

20 40 60 00 100 120 
0.6 OS7 

W( ml/min 1 4 Vj?I 

Fig. 6. Apparent equilibrium constants ICcff and fCB~r* against flow rate for a low reaction rate, 
R, = I0 ml min-l (cont. unit)-’ * Vo/lrnl = 0.272; IZ and I<, arc the same asin the previous figures. 

Fig. 7, Korc against centrc band width TV* for various k,, (numbers on curves). tz, TV and K, arc 
the same as in Figs. 1-5. 

A typical computed elution profile is shown in Fig. I. To describe the behaviour 
of the system the following quantities were chosen: 

Keff* = [[‘(A -1_ B + C)dt12/[J;‘(A + 23 + C)dt $(A -t- B -I- C)W 
1 9 

where : 

Ml and M, are minima in the elution profile, as marked in Fig. I ; 

W* = band width parameter = distance in volume units between intersections 
of tangents at the inflection points of the centre band of the profile with the horizontal 
axis ; 

Kerr is an apparent equilibrium constant related to the actual total amourits 
of A, B and C in the eluted material; but it is not accessible to experimental measure- 
ment, because of band overlap in the elution profile; 

Kofr* is a parameter which can be calculated from an experimental_;elution 
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Fig. 8. The same as Fig. 7, for Kerr* instead of Kerr. 

profile; it should normally have a value similar to Koff, but is not precisely related to 
total amounts of A, I3 and C. 

Results of computations are displayed in Figs. 2-8. 

DISCUSSION 

Chromatographic separation must slow down the combination of A and C 
relativeto the decomposition of B; thus K eff and Kerr* are always less than the true 
equilibrium constant Ke. The precise value of Z&f can be thought of as depending on 
two factors, which sometimes compete with each other so that, for example, Kerr 
passes through a minimum as V, is varied at constant ko. These two factors are: 
(a) The reaction rate term, which increases both with the rate parameter k, and with 
the concentration term at any plate (&s --&A&t). A higher reaction rate term 
tends to decrease Kerr. (In Fig. 2, for any constant V,, Gaff becomes smaller as 12, 
increases.) (b) The degree of overlapping of the two peaks. Clearly, greater overlapping 
tends to bring I&t closer to the true K,. 

When the feed pulse volume V, is increased, both the concentrations at any 
plate and the overlapping become larger. At low v,, the concentration effect is domi- 
nant, and at high V,, the overlapping effect. This occurs because, as discussed by VAN 
DEEMTER et aZ.l2, the concentration of any single component (e.g. A) increases linearly 
with V,up to Van t/V,, N I, and thereafter increases more slowly (compare Fig. 5, 
showing centre band height against V,) ; whereas the band width increases slowly at 
the beginning, but linearly above ‘I/to’n*/l/rRn N 2.5. 
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Hence each curve of Kofe against ‘I/, in Fig. 2 has a minimum, except that for 
12, = 00. In that case, the reaction is completed at each plate no matter how small 
the concentrations are. The curve displays the overlapping effect by itself, and Kelp 
increases monotonically with VO. 

The band width parameter W* (Fig. 4) depends chiefly on the component B, 
but is larger than the true band width of B because of overlapping (Fig. I). At any 
constant V,, W* increases with reaction rate parameter 12,. This is because the in- 
creasingly rapid production of A and C from I3 causes the overlapping to become 
worse; in terms of band shape, the A and C bands (Fig. I) become asymmetric, with 
“tails” pointing towards the centre band, 

A curve of W* against V, for constant /co (Fig. 4) seems to be divisible into two 
parts: an initial rapid increase, with strong curvature, followed by a slower, more 
nearly linear increase. This is best seen at lz, = IO, 50 or 200. The transition between 
the two regions lies roughly at the point marked P on some of the curves in Fig. 4; 
this is the point at which K eff has its minimum value (Pig. 2). Up to the point P, 
Keff decreases as V, rises, which means that the pea,ks for A and C are increasing 
relative to B, so that their tails are contributing increasingly to W*. Beyond the point 
P, this effect is reversed; the A and C peaks thereafter contribute successively less 
and less to the centre peak, and W* increases less rapidly than in the case of symmetri- 
cal bands, 12, = o. 

It is interesting that the points P, for a wide range of 12, values, lie at roughly 
the same IV*; thus the importance of extent of overlapping in the dependence of 
Kerr on V, can be seen in a surprisingly simple way, in relation to band width. 

The flow rate dependence of I< crp is shown in Fig. 6. Clearly, a higher flow rate 
gives less time for reaction to occur, and I< err rises with the flow rate. This effect 
becomes smaller as reaction rate increases and ultimately, for instantaneous reaction 
(12, r= co), Kcpp does not depend on flow rate. 

In the last two diagrams (Figs. 7 and 8) I< cfr and Kcef* are plotted against W*. 
These diagrams are useful in practice because W* is easily evaluated from the chro- 
matogram, whereas the feed pulse volume VO, used as independent variable in Figs. 2 
and 3, is rather difficult to evaluate experimentally because, for example, the kinetics 
of evaporation of a liquid sample in the injector are not known. 
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